Speaker Excellence Awards – 2013 Annual Meeting and Exposition

Gold Medal Sessions

Richard Dolewski
• Disaster Recovery Primer – Ready, Set, Plan

Kim Greene
• What's New in IBM Notes & Domino 9

Ian Jarman
• IBM i at 25

Dawn May
• Performance Data Investigator for IBM i

Randall Munson
• Success through INNOVATION and CREATIVITY!
• Overcoming Your FEAR of Speaking!
• DIVERSITY: Everyone Smiles in the Same Language!
• How to Deliver a GREAT Technical Presentation!

Mike Pavlak
• Introduction to OO-PHP Fundamentals

Trevor Perry
• Get a Life!
• You Are (already) Extraordinary

Steve Will
• Why IBM i?

Silver Medal Sessions

Larry Bolhuis
• CL Enhancements from V5R3 through V7R1

Wayne Bowers
• What an Administrator Needs to Know about IBM i Access for Web: Restricting Access and Other Security Considerations

Alison Butterill
• Embedding SQL into Application Programs

Marc Doyon
• Case Studies: RFID Technology & Integration

Conrad Feldt
• Funny Computer Stories
Charles Guarino
  • From STRPDM to RDP
  • From STRDBG to the RDP Debugger
  • Putting Web Services to Work on IBM i
  • Rest Web Services for Everyday RPG consumption

Birgitta Hauser
  • Date and Time Calculation with RPG and SQL

Pete Massiello
  • Virtual i Partitions Hosted by IBM i
  • What You Need to Know and Understand to do Successful IBM i Upgrades 6.1.1 & 7.1

Dawn May
  • Navigating the World of Performance

Shawn Mullen
  • Strategies and Solutions for Compliance and Security in Cloud and Virtualized Environments

Randall Munson
  • Turn CHANGE into Dollars!
  • Run IBM i Applications on Your iPad!

Mike Pavlak
  • PHP Arrays for the RPG Programmer
  • PHP Web Services on IBM i
  • SQL and RPG Stored Procedures for PHP on IBM i

Trevor Perry
  • No' No' Yes, And...
  • Promoting IBM i and Its Future to Your Business

Jim Rostis
  • Funny Computer Stories

Debbie Saugen
  • Backup/Recovery Strategies Update

Robert Swanson
  • JavaScript 101: First Look from an RPG Perspective

Robin Tatam
  • A Primer on IBM i User Profiles and How to Properly Deploy Them

Bruce Vining
  • APIs at Work
  • CL -- The Story Continues
Steve Will
- IBM i at 25
- IBM i Latest and Greatest
- IBM i Technology Refresh Overview

Bronze Medal Sessions

Larry Bolhuis
- Hardware Upgrade Considerations, Green, ROI – Do the Math!
- IBM i TR Enhancements to Networking and Network Troubleshooting

Wayne Bowers
- Time for a Change: An Overview of the Next Generation of IBM i Access

Gene Cobb
- DB2 Web Query Metadata: Building a Foundation for Success
- Intro to SQL

Drew Dekreon
- Intermediate SQL: Unleash the POWER
- FTP Techniques & Tools
- Overview of Wiki's Explanation of Use/Editing & Tips

Richard Dolewski
- Stolen - An *ALLUSR Experience
- Sandy - A Disaster Declaration!
- Don't Fall with the Fallen!

Marc Doyon
- Mobile Computing & Bar Coding Technology

Conrad Feldt
- Are You Listening to Others?

Jesse Gorzinski
- Time for a Change: An Overview of the Next Generation of IBM i Access

Charles Guarino
- There's Gold in Them Thar Hills: Making the Most of an RPG Dump
- Introduction to Processing XML with RPG

Jacqueline Jansen
- DB2 Web Query - Info Assist - Building Reports and Dashboards
- Security Considerations for Application Development
- IBM i 6.1 and 7.1: What's New in Security

Jim Lembke
- IBM i PowerHA Geographic Mirroring
Pete Massiello
  • HMC, IBM i, FSP, Firmware: I Really Need to Understand All This
  • Improving Performance and Saving Disk Space
  • Everything You Need to Know to Get Started with the New Systems Director Navigator for i

Brian May
  • Data Structures and Data Structure Arrays: Making Them Work for You

Dawn May
  • Best Practices for IBM i Performance Management

Tom McKinley
  • The Science and Art of Indexes and Statistics for DB2 for IBM i

Mike Pavlak
  • MySQL for IBM i

Trevor Perry
  • GUI Tips – Challenges of Application Modernization

Tim Rowe
  • Practical Web Services for RPG
  • Show & Tell, IBM i System Access – Access Client Solutions & Navigator

Debbie Saugen
  • What's New with Backup Recovery – Including Virtual Tape and Encryption!

Bruce Vining
  • What's New in System APIs

Steven Wolk
  • Journaling Forensics 101 with Free Tools

Carol Woodbury
  • Step by Step Approach to Implementing Object Level Security
  • Stolen – an *ALLUSR Experience

Larry Youngren
  • Introduction to IBM i Journaling
  • 7.1: Remote Journal for HA Just Keeps Getting Better

Best New Speaker

Shawn Mullen
  • Strategies and Solutions for Compliance and Security in Cloud and Virtualized Environments

Best New Session (Tie)

Randall Munson
  • DIVERSITY: Everyone Smiles in the Same Language!
Trevor Perry
  • You Are (Already) Extraordinary

Best Lab

Wayne Bowers
  • OPEN LAB: Test Drive IBM i Access for Web

Best IT Executive Conference Session

Paula Richards
  • IT Industry Trends and Directions